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Is your calibration program audit ready?  

Audits can be a source of tremendous anxiety.
Whether it’s your ISO or FDA audit, or simply an
internal one, audits put a great deal of stress on all
parties involved. J.A. King has a great deal of
experience working with customers before, during
and after an audit. To help you feel confident
heading into your next audit, we’ve put together a
Top Ten Tips for Audit Ready Calibration checklist.  

Even after all of our tips, are you still not feeling as confident as you should be heading into your
audit? J.A. King offers a variety of audit prep services including calibration program audits, tool and
gage sweeps and in-audit support to help you get ready and get through. Visit our website to see the
full range of audit preparation services we can provide.

Keeping it tight – torque calibration from J.A. King

PTT Series Torque Meter with Transducer

Threaded connections hold the world together and making 
sure they are torqued to spec is critical to prevent costly
returns, repairs, and potentially, catastrophic field failure. J.A. 
King helps you make sure your products stay together and
perform as intended by calibrating torque wrenches, 
transducers, analyzers, multipliers, bottle cap testers and 
more. Our wide range of standards cover all of your torque 
needs. Most equipment can be calibrated on-site, with either 
ISO accreditation or NIST traceability.

We also represent a full range of torque equipment from 
industry-leading brands such as Aimco, Sturtevant Richmont, 
Mountz and Tohnichi. When you purchase through J.A. King,
your equipment will arrive calibrated and ready to go. Not sure 
which torque product is right for you? Learn more about the 
different options for measuring torque.    

Whether you are fabricating appliances, testing lighting components, assembling computers or
manufacturing batteries, J.A. King is your one stop shop for torque. With our ISO 17025
accreditation, world-class customer service and technical expertise, you can be assured your
connections are tight.

REQUEST A QUOTE

Electrical test equipment: Critical but shifty over time 

Calibration of electrical test equipment is necessary to ensure accurate measurement. Even when
these instruments are treated with the utmost care, readings will still shift over time. Because these
readings are used to make critical decisions, verifying their accuracy is crucial and often a regulatory
requirement.

 J.A. King offers industry leading calibration services for electrical test equipment. Are you tired of
sending out your equipment for weeks or even months at a time? Our team can calibrate many items
on-site, and we provide quick turnaround times for items sent into one of our ISO 17025 accredited
labs.  

Our technicians provide world-class technical expertise, and many have military electronics
calibration experience. We use Fluke’s industry leading MetCal calibration software for most
calibrations, giving you unsurpassed accuracy and consistency. Measurement uncertainties are
available if necessary.   

We calibrate a wide variety of electrical
equipment including:

Multimeters
Oscilloscopes
Process Calibrators
Clamp Meters
Spectrum Analyzers

For a more comprehensive list, and additional
information about electronics calibration, check
out our Electronics Calibration page. Let the
experts at J.A. King ensure your electrical test
equipment is measuring accurately.

LEARN MORE

New to GageSuite: Requesting Calibration

J.A. King is always improving GageSuite™,
our cloud-based calibration management
software. You can now request calibration -
either on-site or in one of our labs - through
the software. Simply click on the GageSuite
menu on the top of the home screen and
complete the online forms.

LEARN MORE
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